
Machine Cameo 3 Cameo 2 Cameo 1 Portrait Curio SD Original
Order introduced 7th 5th 4th 3rd 6th 2nd 1st

Minimum computer operating system 

(for machine itself -- see other info for 

requirements for software)

Windows 7 or 

higher, Mac Osx 

10.7 or higher

Windows Vista or 

higher, Mac Osx 

10.6.8 or higher

Windows XP or 

higher, Mac Osx 

10.5.8 or higher

Unknown Windows Vista or 

higher, Mac Osx 

10.6.8 or higher

Unknown Windows XP and 

higher, unknown 

for Mac

Color all white, new 

options coming fall 

2017

all white gray and white, 

blue accents

gray and white, 

blue accents

all white gray and white, 

orange accents

gray and white, 

blue accents

Size 22.5" L x 5.5" H x 

9.25" D

21" L x 5.5" H x 

7.5" D

21" L x 5.5" H x 

6.5" D

16.25" L x 4.5" H x 

5.6" D

17.25" L x 5.5" H x 

6.75" D

similar to Portrait similar to Portrait

Lid clearance needed 12" 9.5" 9.5" 8.5" 12" similar to Portrait similar to Portrait

Front/back clearance needed 14" 14" 14" 14" 13.5" 14" 14"

Weight 8 lbs. 6.5 lbs. 6.5 lbs. 3.5 lbs 5.5 lbs. 3.5 lbs 3.5 lbs

Maximum Cutting Width with 

mat/platform

12" 12" 12" 8" 8 1/2" 8" 8"

Maximum Cutting Width without 11 1/2" 11 1/2" 11 1/2" 8" n/a 8" 8"

Maximum Cutting Length with 

mat/platform

12" with standard 

mat or 24" with 

longer mat

12" with standard 

mat or 24" with 

longer mat

12" with standard 

mat or 24" with 

longer mat

12" 6" with standard 

base, 12" with 

optional large base 

(sold separately)

12" 12"

Maximum Cutting Length without 10' 10' 10' 10' n/a 10' 10'

Bar clearance (determines cutting 

depth)

2mm (need deep 

cut blade)

1mm 1mm 1mm 2mm (need deep 

cut blade)

1mm 1mm

Cutting force 210gf 210gf 210gf 210gf 210gf >210gf** >210gf**

Tutorials on machine screen yes yes n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Loading method improved touch 

screen

touch screen buttons buttons buttons soft-touch buttons hand crank

Method of cutting without being 

connected to computer via USB cord

USB stick, 

bluetooth

USB stick SD card none none SD card none

PixScan compatible yes yes yes yes yes no no

Stippling capability yes no no no yes no no

Embossing capability no no no no yes no no

Etching capability possible with after-

market tools, not 

designed for it

possible with after-

market tools, not 

designed for it

possible with after-

market tools, not 

designed for it

possible with after-

market tools, not 

designed for it

yes possible with after-

market tools, not 

designed for it

possible with after-

market tools, not 

designed for it

Adjustable rollers yes, easier sliding yes yes no none, as it does 

not have the same 

type of 

mechanisms

no no

Inner rollers spring with plastic 

attachers

spring rubber rubber none, as it does 

not have the same 

type of 

mechanisms

rubber rubber

Mat or platforms mat mat mat mat platforms mat mat

Pausing yes yes yes yes yes yes no 

Single or dual tool dual single single single dual single single

Blade type auto, ratchet, deep 

cut, stipple/etch 

tool

ratchet ratchet ratchet auto, ratchet, deep 

cut, stipple/etch 

tool, wide and fine 

embossing tools

ratchet (started 

originally with cap 

blade system)

ratchet (started 

originally with cap 

blade system)

Cross cutter yes yes no no no no no 

Built-in blade adjuster yes yes yes yes yes no no

Storage holes for 2 blades 

or pens (with pen 

cap removed), 

front drawers for 

tools and cross 

cutter, can store 

sketch pens in 

small tray above 

roller bars

small side drawer 

for cross cutter or 

blades

none none 4 brackets for 

hanging blades, 

pens(with cap 

removed), tools; 

can use cavity in 

stabilizing feet to 

store material 

fasteners and 

replacement 

snaps)

none none

Tool for removing blade cap, adjusing 

ratchet blade, removing Bluetooth 

yes no no no no no no

Cavity for running cord under 

machine

yes no no no no, but feet raise 

machine from 

table far enough to 

do so

no no

Mat supports/stability feet yes no no no yes no no

Auto-blade yes no no no no no no

**the machine motor was beefed up between the SD and Portait releases

*materials such as vinyl, heat transfer vinyl, adhesive-backed cardstock, sticker paper, and others that have their own adhesive backing can be cut without a mat as long as they are 

9" or 12" wide.


